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At the Global Institute of Training and Presenting we are committed to making a 
difference by developing purpose-driven trainers and workshop leaders who can 
create supportive and dynamic learning environments for their participants. We have 
incorporated the latest research in neuroscience into practical, ready-to-use ideas. 
These insights have identified how we are all hardwired and what helps us to be 
focused and aware.

GITP has specified five secrets that will help you to embed the learning for your 
participants and have them change their knowledge and behaviours more easily.



Set yourself up for Success
We are assaulted with many different types of 
stimuli at any moment in time. Our brain (the 
unconscious part) filters the information and 
only a very tiny amount of this gains access to 
our consciousness (mind). The exciting thing 
here is we can decide to focus on specific areas 
and our brains will alert us at the time.
By priming ourselves in a positive way before 
we start training, we are setting ourselves and 
our participants up for success.
Result: our brain has been primed to focus on 
certain aspects and we will notice them and 
action them.

Explain your overall session
Neuroscience research has shown we do not 
like uncertainty. It bothers us. For some people 
it is a major stumbling block not knowing what is 
going to happen next. Therefore, it is important 
to give an outline of the ‘shape’ of your day – 
the general timings, breaks and finish times. 
Remember, you want your participants to be 
able to focus on you, and not be wondering 
when they will have their lunch!

What do you want to focus on for this session?

What are you going to include in your 
introductory outline?

Acknowledge your Participants
Walking into a new environment can be 
daunting for many people. They may feel 
‘lost’ and uncertain of what to do and where 
to go. If they remain in this uncomfortable 
feeling, they will not be able to concentrate 
and grasp the information you are giving.
You need to set up the environment in a 
way that makes them feel welcome, and 
you are the key to making this possible.

How can you acknowledge your participants 
at the start?



Give Opportunity for Choice
Nobody likes to be ‘told’ what to do. We are 
hardwired to rebel against this. In a training 
session, we often need to ‘tell’ our participants 
what to do. However, you need to make it 
possible to give them some choices, no matter 
how small. Your audience will appreciate this 
and their brains will deem it as a ‘reward’ and 
appreciate you more.

What choices can you give your audience?

Develop competency
We like to have the confidence to know we 
can incorporate our new learning in the work 
environment. If we do not believe we have this 
mastery as you progress through your session, 
you will lose your participants. They will become 
distracted with worry and not be able to focus on 
your teachings. The brain cannot learn when it is 
in a highly emotive state.

How can you ensure each person has mastered 
the current learning?

THE GITP PROMISE
The GITP promise is to provide quality, relevant, brain-friendly 
and enjoyable learning experiences that will create real change for 
you and your organisation.



Join us today at 
www.gitp.com.au 
to register on-line.

Using brain-friendly methodologies, 
learning becomes more enjoyable and 

you can create real change for everyone.

GITP offers learning ‘Exceptional’ programmes 
delivered by experts. Please take a look at 

our range of programmes and 
find one suitable for you.

GITP membership has awesome benefits that 
gives you access to current thinking 

in the learning and development world.


